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MAY 1985

CRF APRIL DI REC'rORS MEETING
The CRF Board of Directors
held a Directors meeting 27 April
at Mammoth Cave. Dr. Sarah Bishop resigned as CRF president after two and a half years of service. Sarah had many outs tanding
accomplishments during her time
as CRF president.
Most notable
are the removal of the Job Corn
camp from above Mammoth Cave, th~
election of Mammoth Cave to the
World Heritage List, a new national agreement with the National Park Service, and a National
agreement with the Bureau of Land
~,1anagement.

Ronald C. Wilson was elected
president. Ron is the Director,
University of Northern Iowa Museum, a paleontologist, and a
long-time CRF member and contributor.
. John Branstetter resigned as
a d1.rector and Rich Wolfert was
elected a director. Gerry Estes
Wc;ts appointed CRF Eastern Operations Area Manager and Phil DiBlasi took over Ron Wilson's duties as Personnel Officer.
The CRF Annual Meeting of
the will be held 2 November in
the Dayton, Ohio area.
See August Newsletter for details.

VOLUME 13, NUMBER 2

1986 INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
OF SPELEOLOGY
The 9th International Congress of Speleology will be held
in Barcelona, Spain, from l-7
August 1986. Anyone wanting the
final Congress Program should
write asking for one, providing
the following data: your name,
address, I wish to receive the
final Congress Program, your
speciality in Speleology, the
activities which you are most
interested in (Camps, Excursions,
Central Events, Suggestions).
Send to: 9 Congreso I nternacional Espeleologia, Apartado
#343, 08080 Barcelona, SPAIN.

NEW PERSONNEL OFFICER
Phil DiBlasi has taken over
Ron Wilson's duties as CRF Eastern
Operations Personnel Officer.
Persons wishing to become JVs
should write Phil at:
Philip J. DiBlasi
Archaeological Survey
University of Louisville
Louisville, KY 40292
Telephone: 502-588-6724
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CRF NEWSLETTER Vol. 13, No. 2
(Established in 1973)
Editor: Lynn w. Brucker
21 Murray Hill Drive
Dayton, OH 45403
Quarterly: Feb., May, Aug, Nov.
Deadline for submitting material: three weeks before the
first of the issue month. Circulated gratis to CRF Joint
Venturers; non-member subscriptions $4.00 per year.
The CRF NEWSLETTER is a publication of the Cave Research
Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957
under the laws of Kentucky for
the purpose of furthering research, conservation, and education about caves and karst.
For information about the Cave
Research Foundation, write to:
Ronald c. Wilson, CRF President, 1019 Maplewood Drive
#211, Cedar Falls, IA 50613.

MAMMOTH CAVE SURVEY BOOKS
We are seeing some survey
books by new JVs that are not in
the CRF Personnel Manual format.
Some may be from experienced surveyors who use other standards.
some are just plain not legible.
Since survey data are handled,
reduced, and examined by many
people, please contact the chief
cartographer if you have any
doubt about how to keep book.
Thanks 1

MAMMOTH CAVE
NEW LOG KEEPER
Diana George has taken over
the job of Log Keeper for Mammoth
Cave Area.
Thanks Dianal

HOLLOCH LENGTH IS 82.68 MI.
Marcel Brandli and Andres
Wildberger report that since the
beginning of the exploration in
Holloch, Switzerland in 1948, an
immense amount of survey data has
been gathered. Data handling became a considerable problem.
In
1974 they started to enter the
data into a computer database. As
of 1 May 1985 more than 21,000
survey stations are stored and
over 500 multiply connected loops
had to be closed.
Most data on
the explored parts of the cave are
now collected, giving Holloch a
total length of 133.05 km (82.68
mi.) and a total depth of 867 m
(2844 ft.).

NPS AND CRF POLICY REMINDER
Two seemingly unrelated events bring the reminder: 1. In
April an airplane was thought to
be lost in Mammoth Cave National
Park.
2.
A C RF survey team hiking through the woods found a
piece of an airplane propeller,
and said nothing about it in a
trip report. One member picked up
the unusual object and took it
home.
The coincidence created a
nightmare of headaches, phone
calls,
and unncecessary trips.
The policy is that artifacts and
materials of any sort found in a
national park are not to be collected without a permit nor removed without permission. Anything
unusual should be reported to the
expedition leader because it can
aid in park management.
Let's
help augment the eyes and ears of
the NPS as they try to do a good
job.
- Richard Zopf
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GRIFFITH TO STUDY CRICKETS, ETC.
by Tom Poulson
David Griffith is staying at
Flint Ridge this summer to start
his M.S. thesis research on cave
cricket-sand beetle-orb web spider interactions. The major work
will be toward the end of Edwards
Avenue in Great Onyx Cave.
If all goes well, he may do
parallel studies in White Cave
and in Marion Avenue of Mammoth
Cave. Dave is working under the
direction of Tom Poulson at the
University of Illinois in Chicago. Dave's only means of transport is a bicycle.
His long-term aim is to follow up on Culver's contention
that theoretical models of modern
population biology are best tested in caves where the assumptions of such models come close
to being met because of the relative simplicity of communities.
Of particul.ar interest for
the cricket prey - beetle predator system are models that predict oscillations in abundances
of both prey and predators. The
Lotka-Vol terra mode 1 predicts
that the predator "drives" the
system. The graphical model of
Rosenzweig and MacArthur is more
realistic in that a prey refuge
can be added to help stabilize
t~e. oscillation.
Changes in pos1t1on of the prey isocline rela~ive to the predator isocline are
1n~erpretable as coevolutionary
adJustments in predator searching
and prey avoidance behavior.
Both models indicate some of the
parameters that need to be examined to determine whether the
predators indeed drive the system
or whether the predator simply
follow the oscillations of the
prey imposed by variation in wea~he: outside and the microclimate
1 ns1de of the cave.·

Both testing of the models
and fail-safe studies involve
nearly daily observation and experimentation that will give a
level of resolution not possible
from earlier periodic studies.
Using Kane's and Poulson's earlier data, Dave hopes to see if
the recent population explosion of
large spiders in Great Onyx has
had an impact on the cricket beetle system.
Griffith will use
census and mark-recapture
techniues to determine population
size of of the species.
And he
will do behavioral experiments in
arenas to assess how the beetle
finds cricket eggs, how often it
finds eggs, and how efficient it
is at locating eggs. Much of the
baseline work will depend upon
precise mapping of animal locations and their statistical dispersion patterns. This requires a
large-scale map of the Edwards
Ave. study area.
Dave will to
enlist CRF cartographic expertise
during the July expedition to
prepare such a map.

NEXT NEWSLETTER
The deadline for the August
CRF Newsletter is 12 July 1985.
Please send news to:
CRF News letter
21 Murray Hill Drive
Dayton, OH 45403
We can read 5 1/4 IBM and Z-100
format disks and can receive articles on floppy disks.
I would
appreciate more news from CRF West
and CRF Lilburn. Thanks to Peter
Bosted and Rick Wolfert who send
me articles and expedition reports
fairly often. Those who live east
of the Mississippi want to know
whats going on out west.
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LILBURN CAVE
MARCH EXPEDITION
The 16-18 March CRF trip to
Lilburn Cave in Kings Canyon National Park, California, was made
by of six people:
Peter and Ann
Bosted, Carol Vessely, Bill Farr,
Gary Mele,
and Matt Oliphant.
The weather was clear and
relatively warm for our seven
mile snowshoe from the parking
lot to the cabin.
While Gary and
Ann recovered on the surface, the
rest of us went in the cave for
short survey trips.
Carol and
Bill actually spent longer digging the snow and ice out of the
Meyer Entrance than they did in
the cave, so they only mapped six
stations, while Matt and I managed 14 stations in the Great
White Pillar area.
On Sunday, Ann and I surveyed 50 stations in the Jefferson Memorial area, while Matt and
Gary went for 20 stations down a
lead off the Davis Exit.
Carol
and Bi 11 continued their work in
the Attic area, netting about 20
stations.
As usual in the winter, the cave was drippy and wet,
but we found it more comfortable
wearing European waterproof caving suits.
It was great to be
able to clean off and sit by the
fire in the cabin afterwards,
especially now that the solar
powered electric lights make the
kerosene lamps obsolete.
A small storm came in that
night.
It continued to snow as
we hiked out, adding to the stature of the giant redwoods along
our way.
S i nee the CRF project to map
the cave began four years ago, we
have mapped almost six miles, of
which about half a mile was previously unknown.
At least two
more miles of known passage remains. Hopes still run high that
major new sections might still be
found.
-Peter Bosted

MAMMOTH CAVE
MARCH EXPEDITION
Fifty-one participants arrived Friday night, including 44
JVs, five children, one very promising JV applicant and one camp
grandmother.
Eleven field trips
went underground Saturday along
with one surface reconnaissance
trip. These parties brought back
a total of 5,072 feet of new and
resurvey.
Phil DiBlasi and Jan Hemberger continued their file review in
support of their survey of small
caves in MCNP. Also Phil and Lee
Snead found several large shelter
caves containing many flint chips
and several human bone fragments.
Roger Miller led Ilya Miller,
Tony Miller, and Richard Zopf to
Hawkins River via Quinlan's drill
hole.
The entrance survey was
tied in and a survey anomaly was
corrected downstream. Photographs
were taken at the falls and at the
large rimstone dams in the 'l'
survey.
Scott House led Jim Kaufman,
Randy Jackson and Bill Ott into
the Austin entrance to continue
the resurvey of Turner Avenue .
They brought back 13 55 feet of
survey and did some poking in a
breakdown pile and discovered -"a wall".
Gerry Estes led Beth Estes,
Maggie Tucker, and Dave Hanson
into Kentucky Avenue to fiel d
check the pedestal survey between
Mt. McKinley and Grand Central
Station.
One known lead and one
previously unknown lead were surveyed for 390 feet.
Doug Baker led David Hoffman,
Mike Banther, and David Kezerle
into the Austin Entrance to check
out recently discovered leads
early in the Northwest Passage.
They surveyed several passages and
left several for the future.
They
surveyed 191 feet.
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Norbert Welch led Daryle
Hensel and Paul Cannaley into Lee
cave to the Pit of Doom and beyond looking for an "unchecked"
lead in the F or H survey.
The
Pit of Doom was crossed without
incident after a new bolt was
set.
The lead was never found
but the Pit of Doom was found to
be not as treacherous as reported.
Ken Sumner led LaJuana Wilcher and George Wood into New
Discovery to survey leads off the
W survey. Six inch muck was encountered which rapidly drained
the energy from all. The party
split at the Cl-C4 climb due to
fatigue.
Nevertheless, 118 feet
was surveyed with a 26 foot pit
yet to be done.
Rick Olson led Monica Cannaley, Bi 11 Roy, and Buz Grover to
Felicias Dome to continue two
previous attempts to enlarge a
lead into a pit. The pit turned
out to be 60 feet deep with an
impassable canyon at the bottom.
Kathleen Womack, Mary Follis, and Karen Hunter started for
Janet's River, but were sidetracked by promising leads in
Ganter Avenue. They surveyed 492
feet and found several "Thomas E.
Lee 1879" signatures.
Tim Schafstall took Roger
Brucker, John Krei tzburg, and
Scott Smithson into Smith Valley
Cave. They found a quicker route
from the entrance via the F and L
surveys to the B survey.
They
surveyed 1435 feet with many excellent leads remaining.
Tom Brucker, Bruce Thompson,
David Daily, and Bud Dillon went
to Woodson Adair.
They experimented with various ways to cross
the bi-level tricky ledge around
the second pit and concluded the
the head first approach is superi or to the old way of backing
across.
Unfortunately all the
party members were not able to
accomplish this feat.
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On Sunday, Scott House took
Dave Hoffman from Frozen Niagra to
Carmichael to do sketching for the
map of that area.
Doug Baker led Tim Schafstall, Sunny Butoryak, and Jim
Kaufman into Carmichael to work on
the map sketch in that area.
On Monday Rick Olson, Bill
Roy, Buz Grover, and Bruce Thompson went to Turner Avenue to collect a water sample from the
Grandad pool for Bill Roy to analyze.
This expedition ran smoothly
primarily due to the planning of
food preparation and clean-up by
Janet Alfred, the camp manager.
Without patience and understanding, and a spirit of cooperation
on the part of everybody who attends an expedition, the experience of running an expedition
would be a disaster.
Thank you
all!
- Tom Alfred

rr

Great Scot,

it's t

of the NorthAmericran plate! 11
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MAMMOTH CAVE FIELD SCHEDULE
25-27 May
29 June-7 July
2-4 August
31 Aug-2 Sept
5-6 October
28 Nov-1 Dec

Tim Schafstall
502-781-3385
Gerry Estes and
Scott House
314-287-4356
Kathleen Womack
404-588-1306
Lynn Brucker
513-258-1644
Tom Brucker
615-269-3921
Diana Miller
502-937-3353

Please tell the Operations
Manager, Richard Zopf, 513-7679222, or the Expedition Leader,
if you plan to at tend, two weeks
before the expedition.

GUADALUPE EXPEDITION SCHEDULE
25-27 May
6-7 July
3-4 August
31-2 September
12-14 October
28-1 December

Steve Mueller
505-881-7607
Buzz Hummel
505-623-4170
Ron Lipinski
505-299-4603
Susanna Goad
602-327-8144
Alan Williams
303-433-3260
John Francisco
602-747-5143

If x ou wish to attend, notify the
expedition leader, the food coordinators (John & Peggy Francisco, 602-747-5143), or the area
manager (Rich Wolfert, 303-2781891) at least one week before the
expedition.

FLINT RIDGE TEL. 502-758-2362

Cave Research Foundation
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Yellow Springs, OH 45387
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